BRIVO ONAIR CAM
Brivo platform video solution that links
video to access control events

Camera to Cloud Recording for the Brivo Onair Platform
Brivo Onair Cam delivers the simplicity of direct camera to cloud video recording and storage/
retention. Businesses can easily link important access control events with recorded video and
remotely check a live video feed to better protect their facilities.

INDOOR & OUTDOOR POE DOME

OUTDOOR POE BULLET

APPLICATIONS & BENEFITS
yyPerfect for sites with lower camera counts
needing reliable off-site video storage
yyOffers the benefits of HD cameras and cloud
storage without the cost and maintenance of
local recording equipment
yyProvides a quick and simple process to link
access control doors with the associated video
cameras
yyReduces incident review time with a twoclick process to select and play the video clip
associated with important access control events
yyOffers the flexibility to choose from three video
resolutions from 480p to 1080p and eight
retention options from seven days to two years
yyWireless (transformer) and wired (PoE) camera
options

INDOOR WIRELESS CUBE

BRIVO ONAIR CAM SPECIFICATIONS
SUPPORTED CAMERA MODELS

USAGE

B-OAC-INCB-TXR-2.8

Indoor Cube, 2.8mm lens, wireless, plug in transformer

B-OAC-INDM-2.8

Indoor Mini Dome, 2.8mm lens, PoE

B-OAC-INDM-3.6

Indoor Mini Dome, 3.6mm lens, PoE

B-OAC-OUTDM-2.8

Outdoor Mini Dome, 2.8mm lens, PoE

B-OAC-OUTDM-2.8

Outdoor Mini Dome, 3.6mm lens, PoE

B-OAC-OUTBLT-3.6

Outdoor Mini Bullet, 3.6mm lens, PoE
BRIVO ONAIR CAM SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPABILITIES

Software updates

Automatic

Link Onair access/alarm events to video

Yes

Re-play video clips and search for video in Brivo UI

Yes

View live and event video

Yes

Typical site camera counts

6 cameras or less

Indoor/ outdoor cameras

Yes

Need for on-premise gateway

No

Video storage

Offsite

Recording resolutions

Plans available for SD (480p), HD1 (720p), and HD2 (1080p)

Recomended bandwidth averages

SD = .5 mbps, HD1 = 1 mbps, HD2 = 2 mbps

Recording type

Continuous or event-based

Recording retention

Plans available for 7 to 730 days of storage

Call us at 866.692.7486 to learn more about Brivo Onair Cam
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